We’re not out of the woods yet! Even with a dry end to summer in the Lloyd’s own Cincinnati backyard, fungi keep popping up in programming and regional media. From cooking with mushrooms to the Lloyd brothers’ legacy, our enlightening mushroom events continue into fall. Be sure to pop into the Lloyd to catch our current exhibit, *A Foray into Fungi*, which runs until late November.

### Cooking with Mushrooms with Eugenia Bone

**When:** Wednesday, September 27, 7-8 p.m.  
**Where:** Virtual Program

Did you know cooking mushrooms takes a different approach than cooking vegetables? Eugenia Bone, internationally known author of the *Fantastic Fungi Community Cookbook* (available in the Lloyd gift shop), shows how the biology of mushrooms can guide you in the kitchen. Learn how to select mushrooms, how to clean, store, and preserve them, along with the basic principles of cooking mushrooms. **Registration required.**

[Register for the Virtual Program](#)

### How Mycology Went Global with Brad Bolman

**When:** Wednesday, October 18, 7-8 p.m.  
**Where:** Virtual Program

Hunting for mushrooms is, almost by definition, a local undertaking, but it became international toward the end of the 19th century, as collectors
attempted to gather and chart the distribution of fungal species worldwide. Join Brad Bolman, 2023 Lloyd Fellow and Postdoctoral Member of the School of Historical Studies at the Institute for Advanced Study, to explore how Lloyd Library co-founder Curtis Gates Lloyd and many others developed extended webs of correspondence that set the foundations for contemporary fungal science. Registration required.

Register for the Virtual Program

A Unique Book Donation


Farming Fungi

With all the talk of fungi in the air, we’d like to share an article in Edible Ohio Valley on the Rich Life Farm, which specializes in organic gourmet mushrooms available in the Cincinnati area. Madeleine Hordinski, nationally-published photojournalist, both wrote the article and photographed the amazing mushrooms grown on the farm (pictured). Read the full article here and watch for an upcoming collaboration between the Lloyd and Hordinski.

The Lloyd Library will be closed Monday, October 9 in observance of Indigenous Peoples’ Day